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Conclusion
In an era of hyper-partisanship and divided gov-
ernment, it is probably too much to expect that 
the states, Congress, and the Obama Administra-
tion will approach the Medicaid eligibility expan-
sion issues in an objective manner rather than 
with expectations of short-term political gain. 
Given the generous federal matching rates on 
the expanded Medicaid population, many expect 
that most, if not all, states will eventually choose 
to expand. In addition, the private insurance ex-
pansion is expected to occur through federal sub-
sidies provided in the state exchanges. But even 
in those states that do not choose to create state-
based exchanges, a federally facilitated exchange 
will offer the opportunity to obtain coverage.

The overall impact of the Supreme Court’s de-
cision on people who need O&P care is mainly 
positive, but there will clearly be unintended con-
sequences as these reforms become fully effective. 
For providers of O&P care, there are plainly pros 
and cons. In large measure, the way people feel 
about the ACA continues to depend on their view 
of the role of government. O&P EDGE
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The coverage  
expansion and the 

system established by the 
ACA to have insurance 
companies compete for 

consumers is expected to 
put downward pressure 
on reimbursement rates, 

impacting healthcare 
margins for all providers, 

including O&P 
practitioners. 
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